In today's business and economic conditions, enterprise customers are demanding information technology (IT) solutions that are cheaper, less complex, and easier to install. At the same time, independent software vendors (ISVs) are seeing revenue from their core licensed offerings erode because of competition and market saturation. Many believe that the answer to these problems is to offer IT solutions by means of utility computing. Like an electric utility, software applications can be offered as on demand services, and customers pay only for what they use. Creating and implementing such utilities is by no means trivial. It requires some expert help and adherence to established standards and guidelines. In this paper we describe the design of such a process that we call the Application Enablement Program. The process helps ISVs transform their applications into on demand services. This process is structured, repeatable, and globally deployable.
In today's business and economic conditions, enterprise customers are demanding information technology (IT) solutions that are cheaper, less complex, and easier to install. At the same time, independent software vendors (ISVs) are seeing revenue from their core licensed offerings erode because of competition and market saturation. Many believe that the answer to these problems is to offer IT solutions by means of utility computing. Like an electric utility, software applications can be offered as on demand services, and customers pay only for what they use. Creating and implementing such utilities is by no means trivial. It requires some expert help and adherence to established standards and guidelines. In this paper we describe the design of such a process that we call the Application Enablement Program. The process helps ISVs transform their applications into on demand services. This process is structured, repeatable, and globally deployable.
Independent software vendors (ISVs) are seeing erosion of revenues because of competition and pressures from enterprise customers demanding applications that are cheaper, less complex, and easier to install. These ISVs must seek new ways to penetrate new markets and grow their customer base. Today s economic and business conditions are requiring that ISVs begin to offer their products as utilities. As utilities, they would be application-level services that are sold on a "pay-as-you-go" basis. To emphasize the on demand characteristics of these services, we call them "on demand services" or "ODSs" in this paper. Unfortunately, ISVs who traditionally sell their applications as licensed products are inundated by information about utility computing and the on demand "hype." They all ask the same question: How do I turn my application into an on demand service?
In this paper we describe the design of a process called the Application Enablement Program (AEP) for on demand services (ODSs), which are software utilities, and introduce ODS architectural concepts. On demand service is synonymous with on demand application. The AEP represents a streamlined, costefficient, and globally deployable process. Our design is based on our experience creating such a process for hosting licensed software applications in the IBM Universal Server Farm hosting facility, Version 5 (USF V5). The AEP for ODSs is expected to play the crucial role of transforming ISV applications into ODSs, identifying the tasks to enable the transformation, helping them make the changes to run in the on demand infrastructure and the ODS framework, and finally checking for ODS compliance with the utility platform standards and guidelines.
Background
Before we proceed with describing the AEP, we define some terms and concepts used in the process such as hosting models, utility computing, on demand Copyright 2004 by International Business Machines Corporation. Copying in printed form for private use is permitted without payment of royalty provided that (1) each reproduction is done without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copyright notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract, but no other portions, of this paper may be copied or distributed royalty free without further permission by computer-based and other information-service systems. Permission to republish any other portion of this paper must be obtained from the Editor. infrastructure, and the Universal Management Infrastructure to give the reader an idea of where ODSs fit.
Both models typically serve one enterprise customer per single instance of the installation. They require application providers to procure, install, and deploy a new instance of the installation for each new company buying the service. The application usage is also predictable and linear. Both models have severe implementation and cost challenges when demand slows or grows rapidly in an unpredictable fashion.
Enterprise customers pay to maintain their respective resources. They can typically use as many resources as they need, limited only by what their infrastructure capacity permits.
Shared hosting or application model. The InSP provides the bandwidth, servers, storage, and software services for supporting a shared application. The application is shared among multiple enterprise customers with multiple users. The servers are typically owned or rented by the application providers.
This model leverages shared services across multiple customers and applications. The model has a lower incremental cost for each additional customer joining the service. Because the application is shared, the application provider has to ensure that the application scales well when additional customers are added.
Enterprise customers for these shared applications are typically billed on a monthly basis. The use of the services is not metered for usage, leaving the users to consume as much as they want for a fixed monthly fee. Service level agreements (SLAs) may exist, but limits on usage could be difficult to enforce.
Several factors are influencing the move away from these models. Server utilization, application usage, administration complexity, return on investment, total cost of ownership, and economic uncertainty are some reasons that are driving application vendors and InSPs to rethink the overall strategy for business hosting. This is where utility computing can help.
Utility computing and utility hosting. Utility computing in its simplest form is information technology (IT) presented as a utility. It is based on the model of conventional utilities such as telephone service and electricity. The enterprise taps into this utility for business and infrastructure services. The services are physically hosted in utility data centers that can be located either inside or outside the enterprise, or both. Like a traditional utility, the service is pay-asyou-go, charging only for use of the service. It is reliable and caters to the on demand nature of a utility.
Utility computing promises the following benefits: • Simplify IT by reducing complexity • Turn IT from a fixed to a variable cost • Reduce cost or operating expense Current technological advances have turned the concept of IT delivered as a utility into reality. Some examples:
• Reduced cost of bandwidth enables the creation of new data services and high-speed network delivery of a variety of services to a broader range of customers.
• Distributed content and application architecture deployments shift delivery to the edge of the network.
• Server and storage virtualization enables new levels of shared infrastructures with the potential of reducing customer costs.
In utility-based hosting, application providers pay for the "IT infrastructure power" that they need to run their applications. The application providers pay only for what they use. The utility-hosting provider meters application usage metrics such as bandwidth, storage, and CPU use and bills the application owner accordingly. The utility-hosting provider owns all components of the infrastructure, including servers, storage, and network. This situation is in contrast to nonutility-hosting centers where application providers buy or lease IT infrastructure components such as servers and storage to provide themselves with IT infrastructure power. In a nonutility hosting model, the application provider is more like a consumer buying his or her own power generator instead of signing up with an electric utility provider.
On demand infrastructure defined. An on demand infrastructure seeks to fulfill the IT functionality of today s enterprise business in a utility-like fashion. The on demand infrastructure delivers standardized processes, application function, and infrastructure over the network as a service.
The on demand infrastructure shares the following properties in common with utilities:
• Sharable-capable of serving many customers • Standardized-requires (allows) little customization • Flexible and scalable-use what you need and pay  as you go From a technical perspective, an on demand infrastructure has the following characteristics:
• Integrated-allows the integration of enterprise and legacy applications that transcends vertical industries through the use of open standards technology such as Web services.
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• Open-uses open specifications and standards to enable ease of integration of enterprise resources and applications.
• Virtual-uses server consolidation and capacity on demand technology to increase utilization of hardware resources.
• Autonomic-alleviates the need for skilled technical human resources to manage the complexity brought about by the rapid advance of technology. This characteristic also includes responding to customer needs for instant provisioning of resources.
The UMI platform. IBM Shifting traditional IT infrastructure that is static or planned for peak demand to an on demand infrastructure clearly necessitates the use of an implementation such as UMI to manage the infrastructure. Although UMI addresses this shift, it does not offer anything that ISV application providers need so that their applications can be offered as utilities or services. This leads us to the definition of on demand services.
From here on, on demand infrastructure and UMI will be used interchangeably.
On demand service defined. An ODS is a utility. For the purpose of this paper, we define an ODS to mean a software application with on demand characteristics hosted in a utility environment. The business and technical characteristics of on demand systems are described in Reference 4.
An ODS is not the same as a software application offered as a service by traditional application service providers (ASPs). ASP is the name given to companies that delivered standard packaged application software to an organization on a rental basis during the dotcom boom.
There is one fundamental difference between an ODS and the traditional ASP software offering. In an ASP model the customer rents the software and pays a recurring subscription fee to use the application as much as he or she wants, whereas in the ODS model the customer pays for the service and does so based on usage (i.e., pay-as-you-go). This use allows an ISV application to easily move to other on demand infrastructure type implementations, thus avoiding lockin.
Integration into the architecture is not the only requirement for transforming an ISV application to an ODS. Compliance of the application with certain attributes that are explained later in the AEP process section is also required. may provide application-to-user functions directly to enterprise customers through a Web interface such as a browser or wireless Web device (ODS1 and ODS2 in Figure 1 ). Other ODSs may provide application-to-application services (be a "provider" ODS) through Web services (IBM ODS in Figure 1 ).
Common services and the application framework. A recent study of internally developed applications and outsourced applications favored the outsourced applications with respect to development time, maintenance, and cost. 6 Providing common services as well as an application framework can add value to the architecture by making available ready-made functionality that ISV applications can use.
Common services are ODSs provided by IBM that are available for use by other ODSs. These common services are just like any other ODS, except that they are owned and managed by IBM (Figure 1 ). Some common services can exist in the same layer as the ODSs. The goal for making common services available within the ODS architecture is to provide readymade functionality that ISV applications can incorporate to become an ODS. An ODS developer could choose to use a common service rather than writing the functions into its application.
An example of a common service is application billing (as opposed to infrastructure billing). An application billing service essentially bills the enterprise customers of an ODS. The ODS owner may choose to subscribe to this service rather than building his or her own billing system. Another common service might be a credit check to qualify new customers. The added value of these common services is to provide the ODS owners with functionality that they may otherwise have to develop themselves.
An application framework will exist to provide nonbusiness functions such as directory services, subscriber management, single sign-on, and other functionality still being defined as of this writing. Like common services, the application framework provides ready-made functionality that an ISV application can use instead of developing its own similar functionality.
Service Programming Interface. IBM will expose certain UMI functions through published interfaces known as Service Programming Interfaces (SPIs). An SPI sits directly on top of the UMI layer. It provides the interface for the ODS to communicate with UMI services such as monitoring, resource metering, autoprovisioning, and more. The SPIs are exposed as Web services that an ODS may invoke. The SPIs also isolate the ODS applications from changes in the underlying infrastructure.
Early on, we expect ODSs to use the SPI to take advantage of the UMI metering service. As ODS owners become more familiar with other UMI services we expect use of SPI to grow even more.
The hosting platform. The hosting infrastructures that support the UMI and ODS architectures may be located in various hosting centers to meet geographical needs. The servers, networks, and physical plants may be drawn from the existing traditional hosting centers (USF V5) and other resource pools to form the utility hosting centers.
The ODS development model. From an overall system perspective, both business and technical domains are affected during the transformation of an application from a traditional hosted offering to an ODS offering.
In the business domain, factors such as cost, return on investment, and time to market have to be evaluated by the ISV. A new business model that creates new market opportunities and generates revenue through usage and resource-based subscription has to be created and refined. In the technical domain, a gap analysis of the existing architecture with the ODS architecture will reveal the work effort and the skills required to transform existing applications. The work effort has to be sized and fed back to the business model.
The IBM AEP process mainly deals with the technical domain, but it provides guidance and input to the business model as well. Once a business model has been built and a decision has been made to convert the ISV application into an ODS (i.e., "utilitization"), the AEP-recommended development model should be followed. This model consists of a development process (a sequence of steps) that transforms the ISV application into an ODS, consulting methods to aid the transformation, and compliance procedures for quality assurance. All of these elements are incorporated into the AEP process described in detail in the following section.
The Application Enablement Program
The current hosting process only deals with traditional software applications that ISVs host on IBM tra-ditional hosting centers, and does not deal with the fundamental questions that ISVs are asking, such as, how do I turn my application into an ODS? As ISVs begin to implement utility computing services through IBM utility hosting centers, a more structured and flexible business process should evolve from the current one.
IBM s goal of providing a utility computing infrastructure that hosts utility applications (ODSs) can only be fully realized by a well-defined, well-organized approach that does not compromise flexibility nor interfere with a successful boarding (provisioning service for a customer) or hosting process. The critical design goals of the process are to be repeatable and flexible, aiding in the transformation of traditional ISV applications to ODSs.
To help design such a process, we started with our experience of enabling ISV applications for traditional (USF V5) hosting. This AEP process (sometimes referred to as "AEP classic") is based on customer feedback as well as experiences through collaboration with different IBM business organizations and feedback from ISVs. Whereas the classic AEP process is aimed at enabling ISV applications for hosting (where each instance is typically dedicated to a single customer), the new AEP process (ODS enablement) is aimed at streamlining the transformation of a traditional ISV application into an ODS. Deploying a transformed ODS in an IBM utility hosting center is similar to the enablement steps in the classic AEP process. Because we based our design of the new AEP process on AEP classic, the flow of the process, which is divided into phases, will be similar. The phases, which are described shortly, will have their own similarities and differences. The similarities and differences between these two enablement processes are summarized in Table 1 .
The AEP process for ODS provides the following:
• It assists ISVs in the small and medium business market place with the transition from dedicated hosting to a one-to-many, multitenant utility hosting environment.
• It will produce an efficient, structured, and repeatable procedure that will result in benefits to ISVs, IBM, and the partnership between them.
• It provides an avenue to explore details of an application through detailed assessments and interviews with the ISV before deploying it in an IBM hosting center. This will be explained in more detail in the next subsection on the AEP process. 
Traditional USV V5 Enablement ODS Enablement
Focus is on enabling the ISV application for hosting dedicated instances for each customer. Enterprise customer orders dedicated hosting.
Focus is on ISV application to ODS transformation. Enterprise customer orders the ODS, not dedicated hosting.
Enablement task list is reused for each customer boarding. Enablement is a one-time task to transform and certify the ODS.
Enterprise customer licenses ISV software. ISV sells software as a service.
Enablement is performed during the boarding process (for each customer). Similar tasks may be performed during the ODS boarding process, but the focus of this enablement is different. The focus is to transform and certify for compliance.
Enablement is focused on hosting the application; that is, monitoring, backup, remote application management, etc. Enablement certifies that the application complies with utility architecture and standards. Note that monitoring, backup, etc., are still important and are done for the ODS as a whole.
Consulting is not a part of the classic AEP process.
Consulting is a significant part of the program-ISVs need assistance to convert applications to ODSs. It is offered as an option.
Assessment identifies effort hours to enable application for hosting. Assessment identifies effort necessary for converting application to ODS.
Enablement report is created for use in subsequent application installations. No enablement report is created-application is only boarded one time and then scales up and down based on demand.
The steps required to board each additional customer onto the ODS are ODS-specific, and they typically do not affect the infrastructure needs.
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• It will provide all the partners involved, that is, the ISV, IBM Strategic Outsourcing, IBM Application Management Services, and IBM Business Consulting Services, with a better understanding of customer needs and knowledge. Better understanding of customer needs and knowledge will in turn help reduce the risk of encountering major problems during the transformation and deployment of the service in a utility hosting environment.
We gained the following insights from the USF V5 enablement program that was developed during 2002:
• Service delivery organizations typically do not become involved with the details of the application operation. Early involvement of the delivery organization in defining the process, debugging it, and having it adopted is critical to the successful deployment of the program.
• Certain large applications cannot be enabled in a test laboratory, and hence, the very first customer boarding in a delivery center will be used to harvest the enablement process details.
• The enablement report will be of value for second and subsequent customers for the above case.
The design of the AEP process for utility enablement is described below. It incorporates the insights gained from the previous USF V5 program and is also designed to be flexible enough to accommodate the content changes in the UMI platform release, the set of available common services, and the variation in the degree of "utilitization" desired by the ISVs.
The AEP development team designed the process to be delivered in several phases: (1) assessment, which includes education in the form of presentations, (2) enablement, which includes consulting and compliance verification, and (3) deployment, which includes actual hosting and boarding on the on demand infrastructure. The AEP process begins with the assessment phase, which consists of analyzing the application architecture, technology, and implementation of the ISV, and leads to a quantifiable categorization of the degree to which they are compatible with what might be called an on demand architecture. Assessment also determines the various tasks required to become an ODS in the IBM utility computing centers (that implement UMI).
The contract signing in Figure 2 signifies that the ISV and IBM have entered into a partnership. As partners, the ISV and IBM will work toward transforming the ISV application into an ODS and host it on the IBM utility computing center.
After assessment and signing of the contract, the ISV application goes through the enablement phase, in which the application is transformed to meet the requirements of becoming an ODS. The ISV either engages IBM through consulting or does the transformation in-house. Once the necessary transformation is done and the ODS is ready to be deployed into the utility computing center, the enablement compliance process is conducted to ensure that the ODS meets all requirements of an ODS and that all the proper steps are taken to efficiently deploy and operate the service in the IBM utility hosting environment.
The AEP process in detail. In the following subsections we describe each step of the AEP process. As an example of its use, we apply the process to a hypothetical ISV called Ideas2Concepts, Inc., which has a time-tracking application that it sells as a licensed product. The stand-alone application enables consulting companies to track time spent by consultants on different projects. The interface is Web-based so that consultants can access the application through the Internet. The application also has a built-in billing system that automatically produces invoices and bills customers in a timely fashion. Over time, the application has become popular within the IT service industry. Ideas2Concepts has added interface points so that customers can integrate the solution into their own human services and accounting applications. In 2002, sales of the application started to decline because the market for such a product became saturated and competitive. Ideas2Concepts did some studies that convinced the ISV that turning its application into a utility would open new markets and increase revenue; therefore, the ISV decided to enter into a partnership with IBM through the AEP program.
Phase 1: The assessment. In AEP classic (for USF V5), the sole purpose of the assessment is to ensure that the application can be hosted at an IBM hosting center. In the AEP for ODS, additional application attributes are required for the application. These attributes distinguish ODSs from traditional licensed applications.
Every ISV application is unique. Each ISV uses different solutions, technical implementations, and business models to deliver a service or an application to address a market demand. The AEP focuses on identifying and assessing various attributes relevant to the deployment and hosting of an ODS.
Assessment is necessary to determine the readiness of the application for a new way of doing business and offering a service within the technology provided by the IBM UMI. As mentioned earlier, the AEP services focus on the technical aspects of the ODS. Although the AEP does not focus on the business assessment of an ODS, such as market investigation or sector-specific assessment in terms of deployment based on Web services, those services are available and can be facilitated by IBM Business Consulting Services.
Through assessment, not only does AEP gather information on the technology and architecture supporting the application of the ISV, but it also provides an avenue for IBM to present the underlying technologies of the on demand infrastructure, the ODS architecture, and how the ISV can exploit those technologies. In the USF V5 assessment, the type of education presented was geared more toward the environment of an IBM hosting center.
The assessment produces an assessment report for the ISV. The report includes a task list that shows the ISV what it needs to change, modify, or add to the application to become an ODS.
The assessment does not examine how the application implements business functionality and is not overly concerned with what the application actually does. The assessment is used to discover whether the application can be hosted and how well it conforms to the requirements of the utility computing environment. With regard to the Ideas2Concepts application, the assessment concentrates more on knowing the architecture of the application and how the application uses middleware products and database requirements as opposed to knowing how the application helps solve a customer s time-tracking requirements. 
ORIENTATION PRESENTATION
The assessment happens over a series of four or five telephone interviews that last from one to two hours each. The first call orients the ISV with the AEP and process. The second call is the education presentation (discussed in more detail later in the next few subsections). The third and fourth calls are used to learn about the ISV application and architecture. A fifth call is made if necessary to go over the information again and clear up any remaining details.
It is important to note that the AEP process is designed and developed by the AEP development team and will be implemented by different delivery groups in IBM around the world. The current plan is for assessment to be conducted by consultants from the IBM Solution Partnership Centers (SPCs) worldwide.
The orientation and education presentation. The orientation presentation has two major topics. The first presents the hosting environment and describes how an application "lives" in the IBM hosting facility. The second topic presents technology used in the on demand environment, such as the UMI architecture and its exposed services, common services, and application framework, Web services, and other open-standards-based technologies used in the on demand infrastructure.
The orientation presentations are intended to provide the ISV with the basic knowledge and terminology of the IBM utility computing environment as well as to introduce the ISV to the functional services that its application can use when it decides to convert its application into a utility.
The template-driven interviews. The AEP development team has created a questionnaire template to guide a series of interviews with the ISVs. The template provides a consistent, repeatable process that can be deployed globally. The questionnaire is more than a simple checklist. It attempts to lead the ISV through a discussion of the technical details of its application architecture and implementation.
The interviews are designed to determine where the application of the ISV is today along a spectrum of "utility readiness" (i.e., readiness to be hosted and delivered as an ODS). The interviewer gains sufficient knowledge of the application to be able to identify what work efforts need to be completed for the application to be considered ready to exist in the utility computing environment and to exploit the services provided by the UMI and the application framework. The interview phase is also planned to be conducted worldwide by hosting consultants from the SPCs.
The interviews are conducted to draw out information relating to the attributes discussed next that an application will most likely need to become an ODS.
Recommended ODS attributes. Through several ISV interviews, market research, business models, and experience, we determined that the attributes described in this subsection are the top technical attributes that an ISV application must have in order to be a successful utility computing application.
One of these attributes is suitability to be hosted. An assessment is made as to whether the application has the rudimentary attributes to be hosted, such as by:
• Determining the manageability of mission-critical files or databases that are to be backed up and restored as needed • Determining the capability of the application to issue the appropriate events or alerts so that the application can be monitored and managed effectively • Determining Internet readiness of the application architecture and whether the application security implementation is sufficient for Internet delivery • Determining whether the application can be administered remotely and securely in the hosting center (without physical access to the console or desktop)
In the case of the Ideas2Concepts time-tracking application, the application is assessed to be suitable for hosting. It is accessible through the Internet with adequate security and encryption protection. User and administrator access include levels of access rights, and both are accessible through the Internet.
Another of the attributes is suitability to be delivered as an ODS. An assessment is made as to whether the application has the characteristics or traits that are necessary to be a successful ODS as follows:
• Can the application scale horizontally and vertically to react to changes in demand? We define horizontal scaling as the ability to add application or middleware instances or servers when demand rises. Vertical scaling is defined as the ability to use features provided by the infrastructure, such as single sign-on, directory services, or digital cer-tificate services, as needed to handle diverse business demand.
During the assessment it is found that the Ideas2Concepts time-tracking application uses the IBM WebSphere* Application Server to run the application logic and DB2* as its back-end database. For this case, horizontal scaling is dictated by the middleware used in the application. According to Ideas2Concepts, its application has been load-tested to scale well with 30 000 users on an eight-way configured IBM pSeries* machine running the AIX* operating system.
• Does it support one-to-many multitenancy? A multitenant application has the ability to share one application instance among several businesses or enterprise customers. The one-to-one, single tenant application is mostly sold as a stand-alone application. It is installed in a dedicated hosting center or on the customer premises and is used within the enterprise, even if the application is Web-enabled and Internet-accessible. A multitenant, oneto-many application needs a more robust level of security and requires more isolation but is able to be shared among multiple companies.
In the case of the Ideas2Concepts time-tracking application, it is assessed to be a stand-alone application installed on the customer premises and made available through an Internet connection.
Two important justifications to turn an application into a multitenant application are as follows:
1. Reduce management complexity-Multiple instances of the application require multiple machines. This requirement can add to the cost of maintenance and the hardware footprint. These costs are passed on to the enterprise customer, who then pays higher subscription fees. If the application were multitenant, a single instance of the application might serve multiple customers, resulting in lower costs for infrastructure maintenance, which could be passed along to customers. 2. Reduce cost of licensing middleware productsDepending on the licensing policies of middleware products, multiple instances of the application may result in multiple copies of middleware products and multiple license fees. Using one instance of middleware products not only saves on license fees but also minimizes the complexity of managing the middleware products.
The assessment report will recommend that the Ideas2Concepts application be converted to a multitenant application.
• Can it use virtualized resources? Virtualization is a technology used in the on demand environment to respond to demand for server, storage, and network resources. The application of the ISV must not have any hardware-or platform-specific dependencies to be able to use virtual services. We consider the Linux** operating system on IBM zSeries*, Shared Processor Logical Partitioning on pSeries, and software from VMware, Inc. on xSeries* architecture as the type of virtual resource technologies most ISV applications will be using. Grid computing is not a consideration at this time; more rigor will be added to the assessment as the technology matures and becomes available in the utility hosting infrastructure.
The Ideas2Concepts application has no hardwareor platform-specific dependency, which makes it a good candidate to use virtualized technologies currently offered in the utility computing centers. Use of grid technology will be mentioned as guidance for future planning only.
• Is the application packaging suited for auto-provisioning? To be able to auto-provision to meet rising and falling demand in the quickest possible way, the application packaging needs to be reconsidered for deployment in the on demand environment. The auto-provisioning criteria are based upon the UMI feature in which computing resources are built into server groups and distributed as a unit of provision. A server group can consist of server hardware, operating systems, network resources and topology, and applications. The application is assessed to determine what is needed in order for it to be deployed as part of a server group. As grid computing is incorporated into more applications, real-time auto-provisioning can handle more granular provisioning requests, such as allocating more CPU resources or disk drives to the running application.
• Can the application take advantage of a provided user subscription and management service? User subscription and management services are the functionality that will be provided by the application framework. User subscription functions include user authentication and access to resources based on user credentials. User management ser-
vices provide customer self-managed subscription services. If Ideas2Concepts integrates with the application framework to take advantage of this functionality, the application will have the following capabilities:
1. The application framework will add user-subscription functions to the application. This includes single sign-on capability and the ability to restrict use of application resources according to access rights.
2. The application framework will add functionality that will allow Ideas2Concepts to delegate system administrator responsibilities to each respective enterprise customer. This would be very helpful if, for example, Ideas2Concepts had five enterprise customers with 2000 users each. Instead of Ideas2Concepts defining each of the 10 000 users to the application, the responsibility of subscribing the users is passed to the system administrators of the respective companies.
• Does the application have the ability to meter application usage? Application metering capability allows an application to monitor units of usage. Certain parts of the application can be monitored to produce usage and profiling information. Usage information can be fed to a billing system to bill subscribers for use of the application at a more granular level. Profiling information can give the application owner information that can be used to improve quality, performance, and features of a particular part of the application.
The Ideas2Concepts application will have to implement metering after the application becomes multitenant. Currently, the application is sold as a stand-alone application, which does not require the use of metering technologies.
• Can the application incorporate and use Web services? Because the ODS architecture will use Web services extensively for its integration points, we assess the ISV application for amenability to Web services technology. Using Web services is a requirement only when the application has to communicate with the UMI, the application framework, or with other ODSs.
The Ideas2Concepts application presents some of its time-tracking functionality as Web services so that human resources or accounting applications can readily integrate with it. The application is therefore assessed as Web services ready. No extra work is needed for this attribute.
Assessment benefits. The assessment process is an in-depth examination of the application architecture to identify where work has to be done for the application to "live" in the utility-computing center. It has benefits for both IBM and the ISV (i.e., Ideas2Concepts). It provides all involved parties with a clearer understanding of the status of the application in terms of on demand capability and what must be done to the application for it to be hosted in the utility computing environment. The assessment produces an assessment report for the ISV that consists of a task list showing the ISV what it needs to change, modify, or add to the application to become an ODS.
In the USF V5 AEP classic process, assessment was offered as a free service. It is possible that the assessment for ODS will also be offered as a free service. Because IBM may offer the assessment as a free service for ISVs, the assessment report identifies the "what" but not the "how." It will provide a task list of what needs to be done. It does not provide technical details on how to modify the application to meet the requirements to be an ODS.
Phase 2: The enablement: Consulting and compliance.
After the assessment phase, Ideas2Concepts evaluates its business needs and decides whether to proceed. If it does proceed in the program, Ideas2Concepts makes a monetary commitment to the AEP process, and a contract is signed. At this point, the enablement phase is entered. The enablement phase consists of consulting, which is optional, and compliance, which is mandatory.
The rationale for offering optional consulting services is that some ISVs will choose to engage IBM for consulting assistance, whereas others may opt to do the transformation work themselves. Another reason may be that some applications already operate as utilities and use Web services for interoperability.
Enablement compliance is required because IBM must ensure the quality of the shared utility computing environment. Compliance determines the degree to which the application conforms to UMI standards and ODS architecture requirements. The AEP development team is creating a globally consistent consulting methodology that will facilitate the delivery of ODS consulting services. This methodology will include current best practices and processes learned from IBM AMS field experiences, the UMI and SPI development organizations, and other IBM software development teams. The methodology will have a step-by-step process to transform the Ideas2 Concepts application into an ODS, with task lists, work products, skill descriptions, and level of effort estimates and costs. The methodology will borrow from and be aligned with the appropriate IGS methods.
Consulting (optional
As part of the transition from development to delivery, the AEP development team will conduct a series of skills transfer sessions with the Service Delivery Center teams as the program is deployed worldwide. The skills transfer sessions will educate the teams in the details particular to the utility computing environment and to delivering applications as ODSs. Sessions will be provided for the teams, including technical architects and transition managers, and for the AMS group.
Consulting benefits. IBM AEP consulting will improve the degree of confidence that the application of an ISV will easily pass compliance and be hosted on the IBM utility platform in a timely manner. Those ISVs that do not have in-house expertise in utility computing would benefit from contracting with IBM for AEP consulting.
Compliance process. In the classic AEP for USF V5, a compliance process was not required because applications were deployed primarily on customer-owned or rented servers. Another reason for not requiring compliance is that applications were mostly standalone, not requiring any interaction with IBM-owned infrastructure components.
The compliance process for AEP for ODS is a required step before boarding in the IBM utility-computing infrastructure, independent of whether the ISV used AEP consulting services. Compliance ensures that all work done to the application is correct according to ODS architectural requirements. The rationale behind the requirement is that IBM is responsible for resources deployed in the utility-computing infrastructure and must have a high degree of confidence that deployed applications will interact correctly and also that high Quality of Service can be provided to the entire ISV community.
As the UMI technology matures and the application framework takes shape, the AEP development team will create a series of checklists that Service Delivery Center architects will use to conduct the ODS compliance process. The compliance architect will use these checklists to determine answers to questions such as:
• Can the application be delivered as a utility (e. At the time of writing, the ODS compliance process is a paper exercise that depends on receiving satisfactory answers from ISVs to the checklist questions. In the future, the compliance process could require the ISV to run the application against one or more UMI "simulators" and application framework components on a nonproduction hosting platform in the utility center to ensure interface compliance.
The Services Delivery Center architect conducting the compliance process will go over the checklist with Ideas2Concepts to ascertain whether each requirement is met. If any requirements are not met, the reason for noncompliance must be determined in or-der to assess the degree of impact on other applications or UMI services. Depending on the severity of the noncompliance, appropriate remedies will be recommended. Successfully completing the compliance checklist will result in a conclusion that the ODS can be safely boarded in the utility hosting center.
Compliance benefits. If the ISV application is in compliance, it improves efficiency of deployment because all required steps are validated as complete, reduces the risk of encountering major problems as a result of having knowledge about IBM ODS transformation, and increases compatibility of deployment in the hosting environment.
Benefits of the AEP process
Although ODS owners may choose to convert their current applications to an ODS themselves, going through the AEP process offers significant benefits to the owners.
One benefit is having a "one-stop shop" for experts on utility computing subject matter. The AEP group has extensive knowledge of the on demand infrastructure and application framework architectures. These technologies are at the center of the IBM utility computing infrastructure. Combining this knowledge with their experience with ISV applications produces the business and technical "know how" to assist in the conversions of traditional hosted applications to ODSs on the IBM utility computing infrastructure.
A second benefit is having optional consulting services for converting applications to on demand services. IGS Service Delivery Center technical consultants can recommend cost-effective, flexible, extensible, and standards-based solutions that are backed by IBM resources. IBM will also recommend best practices on how to turn ISV-hosted applications into on demand services. Utilizing IBM consulting services should also improve the potential for certification.
A third benefit is having the compliance process make sure ODSs adhere to IBM standards and guidelines used in UMI and the application framework. Through the compliance process, the ODS owner is assured that the application adheres to standards used in the on demand infrastructure environment. Certification offers a greater chance of successful boarding and reduces the possibility of encountering problems. It offers a comprehensive checklist of necessary tasks that an ODS owner must do to successfully operate on the IBM utility computing infrastructure.
Conclusion and summary
Several business reasons to generate new revenue compel ISVs to adopt new technologies or change their business model. 7 Such is the case in the example of the Ideas2Concepts Corporation. Changing its business model from a licensed software model will allow it to reach new customers, expand its existing partnership or build new ones, and expose existing offerings to new delivery channels.
We introduced ODS architectural concepts to understand where an ISV application fits in as well as why the ISV application has to be transformed into an ODS. We described the design of an AEP process as it evolved from an existing one (traditional hosting on USF V5), which answers the fundamental question an ISV will ask: How do I turn my application into an ODS? The process has three stages: education and assessment, enablement, and compliance and deployment.
Although the AEP process is unique and a prerequisite before an ISV application is hosted in IBM utility centers implementing UMI, it does not lock the ISV into any IBM technology. Technologies used to enable the ISV to become an ODS are based on open standards that allow the ISV application to adapt easily to any other vendor implementation of an on demand infrastructure.
The AEP process is a streamlined, repeatable, and globally deployable process. It offers several benefits, including risk reduction, guided implementation, faster time to market, and quality assurance to the ODS owner. The AEP also offers the benefits of cost reduction, reduced risk, faster customer enablement, better utilization of resources, and better customer satisfaction to the utility platform owner. 8 As for the future of the AEP process, we see it evolving to accommodate new advancements in technology for utility computing. 
